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INTEREST

The artist, Young Jae Cho, got interested in drawing 
when he was a kid. He got impressed a lot from his 
mother, an artist majored in Western painting. After 
that, when he entered an university he applied to 
Industrial Design major but finally he changed a 
direction a bit to Interior Design when he was a 
sophomore. 
He is saying he gets an inspiration from people and 
other stuff of different fields. Sometimes he got 
impressed from for example, a music speaker, 
music lylics and during communication with people. 
He really loves various and creative fields. His goal 
is to be an designer who deal with space, architec-
ture, video, furniture and merge them as a content 
for his customers. And that is why he wants to be 
called as a director, not a designer in the future. 



  This drawing describes the artist’s memory when he 
visited Prague in 2019. At that moment, it was the 
Christmas season and there were many people crowded 
in the Christmas market. That memory was left to him 
strongly and beautifully but at the same time, since he 
came back to his country due to the inevitable pandemic 
situation, it has become a more meaningful and 
unforgettable scene to him. The drawing includes 
various lights, people, the atmosphere from the St 
Vitus Cathedral and all of them is expressed through 
the materials of pen and watercolor. In order to express
the various elements in a simple but vague way, he 
sprayed water on the watercolor to spread it. Although 
he wished to paint on paper that could not absorb 
water more, he did what he wanted to express succ-
essfully.

Watercolor, pens (both water, oil-based pen)
31cm x 43cm,



   The subject of this drawing was to paint in the same 
tone through a girl. The artist's intention was to match 
the girl's hair and shades with the same tone and apply 
a little strength to her eyes, nose and mouth to create 
an effect as if the girl was buried in a shadow. That is 
why he started drawing her back hair with an eraser
rather than a pencil or Conte's tool. However, perhaps 
because of his usual painting habits, he could not 
completely reflect his intentions by painting in the 
same tone.

4B, 2B Pencils, Conté, erasers
31cm x 43cm,



   The theme of this drawing was to express the concept 
of the studio project through 10 series. 
   The Farley Building is the place where Facebook 
recently rented the whole space as an office but in the 
pandemic situation, the artist tried to use the vacancies 
in the offices for artists and public people. He researched 
and found out that artists in New York have tried to 
overcome crisis through their work with hopping messages 
for themselves and citizens. But due to the gentrification, 
they have been leaving from NY. So he decided to
bring artists to Facebook, provide them with residence 
and collaborate with them for citizens, employees. He 
believes it will be a win-win strategy. 
   Interaction between employees, artists and visitors 
is the most important concept in this building and he 
thinks it is also Facebook’s identity. So for the concept,
this drawing describes the interaction between each 
floor level, offices and visitors, the public space and 
private space, and etc.
   He wanted to draw those by only pens which is one 
of the tools most frequently used by architects. Also
he chose tracing paper to show overlapping and 
changing scenes

Tracing paper, oil-based pen



   This drawing is a work in which several places are 
drawn in consideration of the sequence in Facebook's 
office and joined together. It includes the entrance, 
corridor, art room (gallery), art forest, another corridor, 
office, library, and another art room spread out in sequence. 
What was important in planning this was that he divided 
the circulation of visitors and employees in some places 
and combined them in some places. It is described 
on the paths. This is because of the privacy of the 
staff and at the same time to allow visitors to focus on 
the artists’ works.
   He used both water and oil-based pen. After drawing
with oil-based pen, he drew with water pen and sprayed
water on that. It was very interesting for him to observe 
how the ink would spread randomly, creating shades 
and various effects, and to finish this painting.

Pens (both water, oil-based pen)
27cm x 156cm (each 27 x.39cm)





Interview from Anne-Sophie



1-Basically, they are all abstract art so I have no idea what it is de-
scribing. What are they, painting brushes expressing? What does it(as 
an example of long brush touch) mean?

Thank you Jae for talking about my work in terms of abstract art, I am very 
flattered. I strongly align with Abstraction as a period in painting and I admire 
the quest to move away from representation as an attempt to capture what lies 
beyond the world of materiality. How do you represent the immaterial through 
materiality is a question of interest to me. To me, the long brush stroke is 
really evocative. I see the line as a fundamental element of mark-making in 
creative work such as painting, drawing and other art practices. A single line 
deposited on paper by the human hand signifies the presence of the human 
body in the world of material things. It is the meeting point between two phys-
icality, an organic and an inorganic one, if you believe art materials to be inor-
ganic. I am interested in the intersection between the body’s physicality and 
its surroundings materials and how they can help reveal hidden knowledge in 
both. Bodies, body movement, flow are present in gesture and holds the poten-
tial to bring to the forefront forgotten aspects of human nature. I highly value 
tacit knowledge and it is to me a never ending site of investigations. A single 
line, interrupted, or flowed on the surface of the paper can talk about many 
things. Among them, the decision making process on when to stop, when to 
keep adding, when is the work finished.

2-Do you usually use such drawing style when you design something 
especially in your major?

I don’t, no. I use drawing mostly as a way to explore color in relationship to 
my work. I always have paper at hands so I can archive the colors that I mix 
when working with materials such as resin or cement. It is also a way for me to 
track which colors I am drawn to at a certain time and give me a place to go 
back when reflecting on past work. When I make object, I think about the ma-
teriality of these objects and how the material choice influence the viewer’s 
reading of the work. When I draw, I think about the materiality of the paper, the 
materiality of the medium that I mix colors with or, the pigments themselves. I 
see drawing as separate from my practice as a jeweler or as a metalsmith but 
somehow integrated to my wider art practice.

3-In any way, those drawings have a relationship with your philosophy. 
I am wondering what the main topic is and how you did connect 10 
series like that?

At this point it is more about process and formal explorations for me. I have 
been using liquid watercolor on wet paper or on oiled paper, playing with 
transparency and opacity. I used pigments to create texture and vivid tones and 
to incorporate iridescence and shine. Each drawing uses a different paint brush 
and a different spatula. I am interested in the tools traditionally used in painting 
and I collect antique spatulas and masonry tools. I think art should make you 
feel something and create a sense of desire. If we have no more desires, I 
don’t think we can call ourselves humans anymore.

4-For me it is not easy to find a link between them. Where did you get 
inspiration for your works?

I would not say that I start a work with a specific inspiration. I see them as 
experiments. They are an opportunity for me to explore intuition, free-play 
and spontaneity. I believe moods, attitudes and states of mind are mirrored in 
this mark-making process. I seek a sense of freedom and unrestricted acts. I 
focus on the materials that I want to use and I try to find new ways to smear, 
scrap, splash, poor and wet the paper. I work in small series. One work respond 
to the other. Maybe there is a continuity with a tool, a color or a process.


